
ROOFING 
TECHNOLOGY



Why do we need to care about roofs?

• Roof and membrane failures are the most often 
litigated parts of a building

• good detailing is paramount
• never use materials or systems that have not been 

“approved” or tested by a reputable agency



It is important to 
be familiar with 
the general 
roofing terms 
regarding their 
general shape 
and 
configuration.



ROOFING TYPES:

THE TWO PRIMARY TYPES OF ROOFING WE MUST 
CONSIDER ARE FLAT AND PITCHED:

Flat roofs are those slope is LESS THAN 1 in 4 and use 
waterproof membranes (also called Low Slope)

Pitched roofs have slopes of 1 in 4 or GREATER and 
generally use shingles



Roof Type Selection

• Depends on building use
• Span
• Structural materials
• Need to shed water or snow
• Need to provide overhangs for shading
• Need to provide overhangs to protect the wall 

materials
• Need for insulation (and type of insulation to be 

used – batt vs foam/rigid)
• Incorporation of skylights or roof glazing



Common Fact

• Flat roofs are prone to leaking
• Leaks are difficult to find as the entry point for the 

leaking water is usually not near the point of 
apparent leakage

• Sloped roofs tend to stay watertight if properly built 
(pay attention to ice dams…)



Roof Insulation Types

• Insulation varies in its water resistance
• Can be quite permeable to air/vapour or act as an air barrier
• Batt types are air permeable
• Closed cell foams are air Impermeable
• SO…
• Batt types must be ventilated
• Closed cell foams need not be ventilated



Environmental Issues



R-Value Comparison
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How Much Insulation?

https://isolofoam.com/en/r-rsi-converter/
Divide number by 25 to convert to RSI/mm

More insulation is 
required in ceilings as 
hot air rises so there is 
more thermal loss in that 
direction.

Over 6500 HDD
5000 to 6500 HDD
3500 to 5000 HDD
Up to 3500 HDD

https://isolofoam.com/en/r-rsi-converter/


Batt Type Insulation
• Typical for Pitched Residential applications
• Most often laid on the ceiling of the attic leaving 

lots of ventilation space above 



Can be installed in roll 
form or blown in loose 
(loose often for retrofit as 
easier)



Batt/loose Type Materials

Glass Fibre Cotton

Rock/Mineral Fibre Cellulose



Cellulose
Considered to be the most 
environmentally benign.



Fiberglass
• Recycled Content: About 20%
• Method and form: Batts are most common but it’s 

available in rigid. Reasonably low impact in 
production; raw materials are abundant; it offers good 
R value and reasonably good soundproofing.

• R value: 2.9 - 3.8 per inch
• Notes: Fibres are volatile and installation can irritate 

the skin. Be sure to wear a mask, gloves and goggles. 
Make sure it is well installed- It doesn’t perform well 
if compressed, and gaps around studs and headers can 
actually encourage air convection causing heat loss.

• Fibreglass is moisture sensitive and should not be 
installed where it will be exposed to moisture. Despite 
how commonly it can be found insulating foundation 
walls, it should never be installed against a cold 
concrete wall. 



Some batt insulation comes with a 
backer paper to use for installation –
the paper instead of a plastic vapour 
barrier.



Stone/rock/mineral Wool
• Recycled Content: there is a minimum of 75% 

industrial waste in stone wool insulation, often as 
high as 90%.

• Method and form: Batts or rigid panels, the batts 
are an excellent replacement for fiberglass. Stone 
wool can be more costly per batt but has a higher R 
value than fibreglass per inch; less health risks 
during installation; easier installation; it performs 
better for fire and sound and is less harmful to the 
environment.

• Stone wool in interior walls reduces sound between 
rooms and floors, as well as offering fire protection.

• Below grade durability : as the climate warms, 
termites are moving north into Canada. Termites 
love foam insulation but the fibers in stone wool cut 
them, so they leave it alone.

• R value: 4 per inch





When dense mineral 
wool is placed on a flat 
roof it must be in a 
protected position so 
that it doesn’t get 
wet.



Roofing membrane is being installed over the dense/rigid rockwool
insulation to protect it from moisture.



Polystyrene: 
Expanded (EPS) vs. Extruded (XPS)

• XPS (Extruded polystyrene) refers to the coloured solid foam panels you most 
often see on the outside of buildings under construction. It offers a higher density 
and higher R-value per inch than EPS (expanded polystyrene) but because of its 
lower cost, EPS offers more R-value per dollar spent.

• Manufacturers of XPS and EPS claim both products can be recycled, but a 
complete life cycle analysis shows EPS having a better overall environmental 
impact when compared to XPS, as EPS can be recycled in many more ways at the 
end of its usefulness.



Extruded Polystyrene Foam (XPS)
• Recycled content: Minimal at best.
• Method and form: Comes in panels, 2x8, 4x8 

and other dimensions.
• R value: 5 per inch; RSI= 0.035/mm
• Notes: XPS acts as a vapour barrier and air 

barrier.
• Blowing agents are 1430 times worse than 

carbon dioxide, exponentially worse than EPS. 
For ecological reasons rather than 
performance, we recommend limiting its use 
when possible. A combination of polyethylene 
and EPS can offer the same vapour protection 
as XPS, more affordably and with significantly 
less impact on climate.

• XPS is durable and unharmed by moisture, so it 
works well below grade.

It’s blue or pink, depends on the 
manufacturer.



XPS, though waterproof, is placed below the membrane here to protect it from UV radiation.



When XPS is placed 
above the membrane it 
must be ballasted to 
protect it from wind 
uplift.

Here you see a 
drainage board 
covered by a filter 
cloth to keep the 
ballast from creeping 
down to damage the 
roofing membrane.



XPS insulation 
comes in 
tapered boards 
for use on roofs 
to support 
drainage where 
a sloped 
structural deck 
is not desired.



Expanded Polystyrene Foam (EPS)
• Recycled content: Not very high.
• Method and form: Comes in panels, 2x8, 4x8 and other 

dimensions, with variable thicknesses.
• R value: 3.6 to 4.2 per inch; RSI= 0.025 – 0.030/mm
• Notes: EPS is the only commercially available foam 

insulation panel that is at all vapour permeable, 
which can be an advantage in some applications, as 
can those that are vapour impermeable.

• The common blowing agent for EPS is pentane gas, 
which is ozone safe but has a global warming potential 
(GWP) 7 times greater than carbon dioxide. This is 
significantly lower than other types of foam, so we 
recommend it as the preferred choice of foam 
whenever possible.

• Excellent for below grade applications, both inside and 
out. EPS is unharmed by moisture, and allows a certain 
amount of moisture to pass through it.



EPS comes in varying thicknesses and also in tapered slabs to assist in roof drainage.



EPS foam used on a 
roof, installed under 
the roofing membrane 
in a protected positon.

Tapered slabs are used 
to create the slope to 
drain the roof, leaving 
the roof itself, flat.



Extruded Polystyrene Foam (XPS)
• Recycled content: Minimal at best.
• Method and form: Comes in panels, 2x8, 4x8 

and other dimensions.
• R value: 5 per inch
• Notes: XPS acts as a vapour barrier and air 

barrier.
• Blowing agents are 1430 times worse than 

carbon dioxide, exponentially worse than EPS. 
For ecological reasons rather than 
performance, we recommend limiting its use 
when possible. A combination of polyethylene 
and EPS can offer the same vapour protection 
as XPS, more affordably and with significantly 
less impact on climate.

• XPS is durable and unharmed by moisture, so it 
works well below grade.

It’s blue or pink, depends on the 
manufacturer.



XPS, though waterproof, is placed below the membrane here to protect it from UV radiation.





Pitched Roof Materials:

SHINGLES:
• asphalt, sawn wood, shakes, slate, clay tiles 

or concrete tiles
THATCH:
• bundles of leaves, reeds or grasses
ARCHITECTURAL SHEET METAL:
• lead, copper and terne (stainless steel or 

sheet steel) with flat or standing seams

Terne is an alloy coating that was historically made of lead and tin used to cover steel, 
in the ratio of 20% tin and 80% lead. Currently, lead has been replaced with the metal 
zinc and is used in the ratio of 50% tin and 50% zinc.



Traditional roofing types



Traditional 
thatched roof



“old” vs. “new” slate



Slate is typically 
installed over wood 
slats rather than 
plywood sheathing.



The life span of an 
asphalt-shingle roof 
shingles is somewhere 
between 15 and 30 
years, depending on the 
quality of the roofing 
shingles and the climate 
in your region. Wind can 
often cause as much 
damage as water, cold 
temperatures and sun. 



Pitched Roof: Shingle Detail



Pitched Roof: Shingle Ridge Detail



Pitched Roof: Shingle Valley Detail



Keep the valley clear and easy for water to drain.









Asphalt flashing 
details



A saddle is 
used to 
divert water 
around the 
chimney







Ice and water shield being installed at the bottom meter of a 
shingled roof. Note that it is lapped UNDER the roofing paper to 
promote drainage. This extra membrane is thicker and more durable 
than roofing paper and is meant to prevent water leakage due to 
“ice dams” at the end of the roof. 



Note: 
insulation 
missing in 
this 
diagram!!

So important 
to watch for 
technical 
mistakes on 
diagrams in 
books!

Ice Dams





Installing separate shingle 
products, rather than 
sheet goods.



Installation details for tile products.





Batten mounted steel roof.



Contemporary tile look roof with underlayment



Larger sheet product









Pitched Roof: Clay Tiles



Vatican, Rome



Vatican, Rome



Summer Palace, Beijing, China



Forbidden City, Beijing, China



Historic housing, Beijing, China











Metal Roof:  Flat Seam



Metal Roof:  Flat Seam





In projects such as Gehry’s EMP in Seattle, the use of metal cladding blurs the 
distinction between what is the wall and what is the roof.







The Gehry Weisman Art Museum in Minneapolis used similar techniques for 
the stainless steel cladding panels.



The Gehry Weisman Art Museum in Minneapolis used similar techniques for 
the stainless steel cladding panels.



Although here you can see for the flat window ledge detail that a sealant has been used 
to prevent water penetration. NOT the best solution! Slope to drain is ALWAYS more 
reliable



Walt Disney Concert Hall, Frank Gehry





Residences, Colorado, Daniel Libeskind



Denver Art Museum Residences, Daniel Libeskind



Metal Roof:  Standing Seam



Metal Roof:  Standing Seam





Traditional Quebec roofs (don’t use shingles)



Contemporary Standing seam metal roof



Commercial systems come in very 
long panels that are able to be 
continuous from the top to the 
bottom of a roof, with no need for 
intermediate splices as in the 
earthquake style that is used by 
Gehry.

Insulation can be 
placed between 
roofing layers.





Retrofit of a commercial standing seam roof over an existing roof.





The long panels can be curved on site to fit onto curved roofs.



Contemporary terne-look roof in standing seam



Metal Roof:  Blocked Seam



Metal Roof:  Block Seam



Toronto Zoo

Blocked seam
Flat seam

Drainage direction







This is a metal roof with a snow dam at the edge. This is required to stop 
snow from sliding off the roof and on to the people below.



Snow guards at the edge of roofs







Flat or Low Slope Roofs:

PRIMARY COMPONENTS:
• structural roof deck
• thermal insulation
• vapour retarder (and air barrier)
• waterproof membrane





Structural Roof Deck:

• must be designed to minimize deflection to reduce ponding and 
minimize drainage

• either slope the roof deck or taper the insulation to drain roof
• usual materials are:

– plywood
– wood decking
– cast or hollow core concrete
– steel decking
(choice depends on building type, fire rating and primary 

structural system)





Roof collapse in Poland due to excessive snow loading



Vapour Retarders for Low Slope Roofs:

• membrane in a protected membrane roof is 
also the vapour/air barrier

• other types of low slope roofs use two layers 
of asphalt saturated roofing felt bonded 
together and to the roof with hot asphalt

• polyethylene film not used as it melts
• situated on the warm side of the insulation



Thermal Insulation:

Can be installed in THREE positions:

• BELOW the deck (classic house attic scenario)
• BETWEEN the deck and the membrane
• ABOVE the membrane



Flat Roof: Insulation and Membrane Position

A vented air space is mandatory when using batt
insulation in a flat roof!! 

If you use rigid polystyrene insulation (the blue kind) or a 
foamed in place closed cell type, no air space is 
necessary as it is waterproof.

BELOW BETWEEN ABOVE



Flat Roof: BUR (traditional) vs. Inverted (newer methodology)

BETWEEN

ABOVE



Insulation BETWEEN Membrane and Deck:

Traditional location for insulation:
• use low density rigid panels to 

support the loads on the roof 
membrane without allowing 
puncture of membrane

• any water vapour trapped in 
insulation will cause deck to rot so 
use topside vents to relieve 
pressure



Extruded polystyrene insulation is used on roofs (often blue in colour) as 
it is not penetrable by water so cannot deteriorate due to water logging. 
It is sensitive to UV radiation so must be protected.

Insulation BETWEEN Membrane and Deck:





Insulation ABOVE the Membrane:

“New” concept (post 1970) offering major 
advantages:

• membrane protected from extremes of 
heat and cold, is on the warm side of 
the insulation

• membrane protected from UV radiation
• membrane protected from puncture
• insulation must be extruded 

polystryrene foam board which is water 
resistant and covered with a filter layer 
to prevent migration of ballast



ROOFING MEMBRANES:

THREE PRIMARY TYPES:

• conventional (bituminous built up roofing or BUR)
• prefabricated sheets (single ply)
• cast in situ



Conventional: The Built Up Roof (BUR)

• constructed of 3 to 5 layers of bitumen 
impregnated felts, layered on the roof deck 
with heated asphalt

• may be located either over or under the 
rigid insulation

• top layer of gravel ballast to protect 
asphaltic materials or insulation from UV 
rays, and to weight roofing materials against 
wind uplift forces



BUR on steel decking: insulation below the membrane



BUR on concrete roof deck: insulation above the membrane



Flat Roof: fibre matt used to keep ballast away from insulation



Built up Roof 
(BUR)



Built up Roof (BUR)





Prefabricated Sheets: Single Ply
THERMOPLASTIC SHEETS:
• PVC and blends
• EP (ethylene interpolymer)
• CPA (copolymer alloys)
ELASTOMERIC (SYNTHETIC) RUBBER SHEETS:
• vulcanized, EPDM or neoprene
• non vulcanized
MODIFIED bituminous SHEETS:
• polymer modifiers



PREFABRICATED SHEETS:
Installation and Attachment

• require less on site labour
• less prone to cracking
• affixed to roof by:

– adhesives
– the weight of ballast
– fasteners concealed in seams between the sheets
– with ingenious mechanical fasteners that do not 

penetrate the membrane (if it is flexible 
enough...)



THERMOPLASTIC SHEETS:
PVC:

• commonly known as vinyl
• seams are sealed either by solvent welding or 

hot air welding
• may be laid loose, mechanically attached, 

adhered or used as a protected membrane
• This material is not very good for the 

environment





PVC Roof at Pearson International Airport



ELASTOMERIC (SYNTHETIC) RUBBER SHEETS: 
Neoprene

• high performance synthetic rubber compound
• applied in sheets and joined with an adhesive
• vulnerable to UV rays so coated with a protective 

layer
• may be adhered, mechanically fastened or laid 

loose and ballasted
• can be used in a protected membrane roof



ELASTOMERIC (SYNTHETIC) RUBBER SHEETS:
EPDM 

(ethylene propylene dienemonomer):
• the most widely used material 

for single ply roofs
• low in cost
• synthetic rubber made in large 

sheets
• joined with adhesive, laid loose, 

adhered, mechanically fastened 
or used in a protected 
membrane roof



Loose laid, ballasted, membrane



Mechanically fastened membrane: bar type



Mechanically fastened with disc fasteners



Disc fastener detail





EPDM – loose laid and 
ballasted

EPDM flashing



Mechanical fastening 
strips and an EPDM roof





Polymer Modified Bitumens:

• sheets of bituminous material to which 
polymeric compounds have been added to 
increase cohesion, toughness and resistance 
to flow

• reinforced with fibrous mats
• some self adhere, or loose laid or laid in hot 

asphalt
• seams sealed by torching or hot asphaltic 

adhesive





Rolls of 
polymer 
modified 
bituminous 
roofing 
sheets



OCAD modified bitumenous membrane roofing ready for 
installation





This is the roofing membrane being installed on the top of the new OCAD 
addition.



This is a multi-ply installation. The black being the base layer and the grey 
the more durable top layer. The insulation is beneath the black layer.



Detail at parapet. Note water overflow opening.



Can you spot the overflow 
opening??



There is the 
overflow spout!








Cast in Situ Membranes:

HOT APPLIED RUBBERIZED ASPHALT

COLD APPLIED LIQUID COMPOUNDS
• various polymeric and bituminous materials

POLYURETHANE FOAM ROOF WITH PROTECTIVE 
COATING



Fluid Applied Membranes:

• used primarily for domes, vaults and 
complex shapes

• applied with a roller or spray gun in several 
coats and cure to form a rubbery membrane

• used as a spray on waterproofing layer over 
sprayed on polyurethane foam insulation



Spray applied elastomeric membrane roofing



Spray applied elastomeric membrane roofing



REQUIREMENTS OF ROOFING MEMBRANES:

• tensile strength
• elongation
• crack bridging
• fatigue resistance
• thermal shock
• tear resistance
• abrasion resistance
• lap joint integrity

• static puncture
• impact resistance
• low temp. flexibility
• weatherability
• heat aging
• dimensional stability
• granule embedment



Requirements continued:

• membrane attachment
• flashing attachment
• materials compatibility
• wind uplift resistance

These requirements apply to 
conditions during 
manufacture, during 
installation and in the field 
in service.



https://www.buildingscience.com/documents/insights/bsi-050-parapets-where-roofs-meet-walls

Details

https://www.buildingscience.com/documents/insights/bsi-050-parapets-where-roofs-meet-walls




https://www.buildingscience.com/documents/insights/bsi-050-parapets-where-roofs-meet-walls

https://www.buildingscience.com/documents/insights/bsi-050-parapets-where-roofs-meet-walls


https://www.buildingscience.com/documents/insights/bsi-050-parapets-where-roofs-meet-walls

https://www.buildingscience.com/documents/insights/bsi-050-parapets-where-roofs-meet-walls


https://www.buildingscience.com/documents/insights/bsi-050-parapets-where-roofs-meet-walls

https://www.buildingscience.com/documents/insights/bsi-050-parapets-where-roofs-meet-walls






Flat Roof: expansion joint detail



Flat Roof: area divider
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